Humans First
Tom Peters, the red bull of management thinkers
summaries what we focus on really well:
We get people working with people
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The Apollo 13 Mission

We arrived on scene, early March. Prior to
that, the team was given the green light to
analyze how much it would cost, to develop a
new international remittance product for 3
markets - China, India and South America.
The team projected that they would be able to
develop and launch in 2018 for $25MM, with a
ROI of 43%.
Build costs ballooned from $28MM to
$43MM. To make matters worse the delivery
schedule shifted by a full year and fingers were
pointing in all directions…
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Our Organizational Audit mission
We were engaged by senior leadership to analyze relationships,
decisions, practices and behavior. It was time to find out what was
what was really happening at the people level. As we like to call it
getting people to move from politics to purpose…
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Narrative analysis
Understand what is going on,
build prospective and linkages
across teams and individuals

Behavioral loop analysis
Conduct behavioural intelligence
analysis (BLOOPS)

We start oﬀ with narrative analysis,
by observing how the team converses and behaviours with
each other, it helps us isolate the noise. In addition, identify who
is helping decipher pushing towards clarity & success.
1-on-1s
Hold quick and effective one-onone sessions for micro insight

With our in-depth behavioral loop analysis,
we examine patterns that might be conditioned, reinforced,
taught or mandated. The more interactions, virality and intensity
the greater number of BLOOP events the team will have.

Find out what is going on
Provide correlation and causation
impact analysis i.e. $ and time

We tell you how you can change things
Work to increase human
performance
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Narratives

Narratives were tracked under these two
verticals indoctrinated and perpetuated.
83% of team members reaffirmed the
notion that “its always been like this” and
that “stocking the flames” was habitual.
Across teams, we isolated behaviours
instances of fixed mindsets, fear
mongering, lack of creative allowance,
decision fatigue, opinion based
decisioning, not thinking about 2nd or 3rd
consequences, not meriting mistake
based learning…
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This is an example of one type of behaviour analyzed
31 additional regressive behaviours were captured and analyzed

76% of leaders, said
that they were put into
this situation…

37 identified instances
captured at leadership
meetings

Fear mongering
13 /meetings analyzed
09 /1-on-1 sessions
03 /group sessions
40 /non-direct analysis

92% of the analysis
and build team said
that opinions and not
facts were driving
decisioning

87% of the team
members agreed that
perpetuated narratives
were fear mongering
driving
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Response mission
With root behaviours identified, we now focused on teaching leaders
and teams, to recognize and change regressive behaviours, directly
influencing the narrative. Our next goal is to spread change across 5
business lines, 56 projects, potentially saving $2,400,000 and
getting people working with people.
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Intrigued about how we did it? Reach out and
learn about NIC (narrative identification and change)
metric. It's redefining human performance and
change management analysis.

